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New Delhi: Cinema has shaped the cultural, social and political values of people of this country ... It adopts a critical approach towards gender bias on the screen. The feminist approach
to cinema ...
Last year, my research team partnered with the Association ... but few know what to do. While almost half said their companies had engaged in social or political activism, they lacked a ...
Doing Feminist Research Political Social
An inspirational panel of experts came together via an online event to celebrate the launch of Professor Bryson's new book which makes the case for an inclusive form of socialist feminism
that puts wo ...
'The Futures of Feminism', a new book by Professor Emerita Valerie Bryson
New Delhi: Cinema has shaped the cultural, social and political values of people of this country ... It adopts a critical approach towards gender bias on the screen. The feminist approach
to cinema ...
Aparna Sen's cinematic lens centers around depicting feminism
Today, even as I grieve with my community, I can offer an explanation of how mass gun violence is important to feminism and why women who stand for social equality, in all our diversity ...
A feminist path out of our bullet-riddled hell
Last year, my research team partnered with the Association ... but few know what to do. While almost half said their companies had engaged in social or political activism, they lacked a ...
Facing Unending Political And Social Challenges, Wise Leaders Prepare To Respond
Christine Delphy is a French sociologist and a central figure in French and international feminism since the 1970s. She was central in unveiling the structural importance of the family in
women's ...
Feminism, war and racism: an interview with Christine Delphy
As feminism becomes increasingly performative, “activism” becomes no more than passively liking or re-sharing a post.
True colors of performative Western feminism
The country’s extremely online feminists are ditching movement building to go all-in on shaming people for their lack of ‘uterine morality.’ ...
The Curious Case of China’s Feminist Eugenicists
As heart-warming as these ads may make us feel — what are messages like "be confident" or "be proud" really conveying to the potential consumer?
Feminist Advertising Sends Mixed Messages
The concept of social reproduction builds on and deepens debates... Feminist political economy in Canada ... implications of such analysis also inspire vital political strategies for human
liberation.
Social Reproduction: Feminist Political Economy Challenges Neo-Liberalism
During the 1970s, the Wages for Housework campaign, a small international movement, argued that the labor done in the home was not just economically important but central to the functioning
of ...
Covid-19 has made housework more visible, but it still isn’t valued
The next decades saw a dramatic growth in feminist research and studies. In 1997 the Centre for Gender and Social Policy Studies was established at Obafemi Awolowo University. Focusing on
women ...
How feminist research and teaching gained a foothold in the Nigerian academy
A woman who was persecuted by domestic abusers because of a feminist political opinion is eligible for asylum in the United States, a federal appeals court ruled Monday.
Woman is eligible for asylum because domestic abusers persecuted her for feminist opinions, 9th Circuit says
Despite the recent growth of feminist methodologies, there is no one way of doing feminist methodologies ... grounded in the everyday lives of people while situating them in a social,
political, and ...
SOCI.4050 Feminist Methodologies (Formerly 48.405)
White feminism has always been exclusionary: chasing elite jobs and luxurious commodities over basic needs that many women do not have To ... means archival research – seeking those outside
...
Reading past feminists, I understand how writing things down can be a political act
To better understand Americans’ use of social media, online platforms and messaging apps, Pew Research ... more likely to do so (74% vs. 63%). While overall social media use is fairly
widespread in ...
Partisan differences in social media use show up for some platforms, but not Facebook
Via Wikimedia Commons, licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 While women in architecture already face more obstacles than men in their careers, as proven by studies and research from across the globe
...
Feminism: The Latest Architecture and News
On 15 March, to mark Women’s History Month, the newly formed Palestinian Feminist Collective ... feminists “committed to Palestinian social and political liberation by way of confronting
...
How Palestine is a critical feminist issue
The unequal status of women persists, despite various waves of feminist activism around the world for centuries. One major gain of feminists, however, is the rate at which their views have
spread ...
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